
Partnerships
& Integrations



Enhancing your business ecosystem 
with strategic partnerships



Hubspot

Automate lead qualification
and nurturing workflows in
HubSpot using real-time
engagement data powered by
Pathmonk.

Enhance HubSpot's CRM
functionalities with Pathmonk’s
AI-driven analytics to improve
conversion rates and customer
interactions.



Salesforce

Automatically populate
Salesforce with enriched lead
data from Pathmonk,
enhancing lead scoring and
prioritization processes.

Sync real-time interaction data
from Pathmonk to Salesforce,
ensuring a comprehensive view
of each customer's journey for
more personalized follow-ups.



Shopify

Optimize your Shopify store
with Pathmonk's AI to
dynamically adjust product
recommendations based on
real-time user behavior.

Enhance checkout experiences
and reduce cart abandonment
by using Pathmonk's predictive
analytics directly within your
Shopify platform.



Google Tag Manager

Seamlessly implement
Pathmonk tracking scripts on
your website using Google Tag
Manager for easier deployment
and updates.

Utilize Pathmonk's capabilities
to automatically send tracking
information to Google Tag
Manager, providing deeper
insights into user interactions
and conversions.



Google Cloud

We utilize Google Cloud’s scalable
infrastructure to host and manage
Pathmonk’s AI-driven analytics,
ensuring robust performance and
reliability.

Our partnership with Google Cloud’s
and its advanced security features,
supports Pathmonk’s compliance
and data integrity.



Amazon Web Services

Our partnership with AWS
ensures scalable cloud
infrastructure.

By leveraging AWS's global
infrastructure, Pathmonk
delivers low-latency and high-
availability services, enhancing
the reliability and user
experience of its analytics and
personalization tools.



Calendly

Enhance your sales funnel
efficiency by capturing every
Calendly invitee as a potential
lead in Pathmonk, improving
conversion tracking and
analytics.

Trigger custom Pathmonk
workflows when a Calendly event
is scheduled, enabling targeted
engagement strategies.



Zapier

Leverage the power of Zapier to
connect Pathmonk with over 2,000
apps, allowing for customized,
scalable solutions that drive
efficiency and improve outcomes
for businesses of all sizes.

This partnership enables
Pathmonk to trigger or be
triggered by other applications
within the Zapier ecosystem.



Stripe

Securely sync Pathmonk’s
customer engagement data with
Stripe to create tailored
payment experiences.

By connecting with Stripe,
Pathmonk enhances the buying
journey with seamless payment
solutions, supporting a smooth
and secure checkout process for
every customer.



WordPress

Automatically integrate Pathmonk
with your WordPress site to enable
AI-powered personalization,
enhancing user experience through
tailored content.

Leverage Pathmonk’s AI-driven
analytics directly on WordPress to
gain deep insights into visitor
behavior and optimize engagement
strategies.



Thank you!


